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Abstract. The study of flow can provide information on the initial state dynamics
and the degree of equilibration attained in heavy ion collisions. This contribution
presents results for both elliptic and directed flow as determined from data recorded by
√
the PHOBOS experiment in Au+Au runs at RHIC at sN N = 19.6, 130 and 200 GeV.
The PHOBOS detector provides a unique coverage in pseudorapidity for measuring flow
at RHIC. The systematic dependence of flow on pseudorapidity, transverse momentum,
centrality and energy is discussed.

1. Introduction
Compression occuring in the early stages of a relativistic heavy ion collision is believed to be
responsible for anisotropic flow[1, 2]. The measurement of flow probes the thermalization of
the system, and aids in understanding the evolution of the state of matter created. A spatial
and momentum anisotropy is created that is most readily observed in the first (v1 - directed
flow) and second (v2 - elliptic flow) Fourier coefficients of the azimuthal distributions measured
with respect to the reaction plane of the collision. In this analysis, the reaction plane method
and a subevent technique are used to calculate flow[3].
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Figure 1. a) Comparison of PHOBOS (circles) v2 for 0-55% centrality Au+Au
collisions to STAR Au+Au collisions at 5-53% centrality. STAR results are shown
for 3 methods: reaction plane (triangles), 2-particle cumulant (open crosses), and
4-particle cumulant (stars)[8]. PHOBOS error bars are statistical, with error boxes
representing systematic uncertainty at a 90% confidence level(CL). b) v2 vs. |η| at
different centralities: peripheral (25-50%), midcentral(15-25%), and central(3-15%)
for 200 GeV Au+Au collisions. Statistical error bars are smaller than the data points,
and boxes show systematic errors at 90% CL.

2. Detector
√
The PHOBOS experiment measured collisions of Au nuclei at sN N of 19.6, 130, and 200 GeV
in 2000 and 2001[4]. Silicon sub-detectors were used for flow analysis, including the octagon
and ring detectors which cover −5.4 < η < 5.4 and all azimuthal angles. In addition, the
spectrometer arms allow for charged particle momentum measurement in 0 < η < 1.5. Two
independent methods are employed in the flow studies: hit-based analysis using the octagon
and rings[5], and track-based derivation using the spectrometer and octagon[6]. Both methods
allow for widely separated subevents which reduces non-flow effects. The susceptibility of the
two methods to background effects is quite different due to the tracking, and good agreement
has been shown between PHOBOS elliptic flow measurements with hit-based and track-based
methods[6].

3. Elliptic Flow
The charged hadron v2 as a function of pt , measured by PHOBOS for 200 GeV Au+Au
collisions is shown by the circles in figure 1a). Also shown are STAR measurements for
130 GeV Au+Au collisions analyzed with three different methods. Previous measurements
demonstrate that elliptic flow changes little from 130 to 200 GeV at pt > 1 GeV/c[7]. The
PHOBOS measurement matches STAR’s 4-particle cumulant results, which has been shown
to be insensitive to non-flow effects[8]. This confirms our expectation that our flow results are
not strongly biased by non-flow contributions.
For 200 GeV Au+Au collisions we study the pseudorapidity dependence of elliptic flow
as a function of centrality. Results of the two methods agree and are combined and plotted
as a function of |η| in figure 1b) for three broad centrality ranges. The peripheral data do not
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appear to be flat, event at midrapidity. Within the uncertainties, the shape of v2 (|η|) is not
strongly centrality dependent, appearing to differ by only a scale factor.
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Figure 2. a) Directed flow measured as a function of η for sN N = 19.6 (top),
130(middle), and 200 GeV(bottom) Au+Au collisions. Error bars are statistical, the
height of boxes represents the systematic error, and the width of the boxes marks
the size of the η bin. b) The same directed flow measurement as shown in a), but
translated to η ′ = η − ybeam . Systematic error boxes are omitted for clarity. c) Scaled
pseudorapidity distributions for 0-6% central 19.6, 130, and 200 GeV Au+Au collisions
as a function of η ′ [11]. Systematic errors not shown.

4. Directed Flow
Directed flow (v1 ) is measured with a hit-based method. In this method, flow is calculated for
hits measured in the octagon with an event plane determined from widely separated subevents
(symmetric in η) in the rings. Subevents in the octagon are used for flow measured in the
rings. Figure 2a) shows v1 vs. η for charged hadrons measured in Au+Au collisions at a range
of energies. The v1 values are averaged over a centrality range of 6-55%. In the mid-rapidity
region a significant change in slope can be seen from low to high energy Au+Au collisions.
Similar directed flow results have been observed at low energy in NA49[9] and at high energy
from STAR[10]. In both 130 and 200 GeV measurements, we see that, within uncertainties,
v1 is flat at mid-η and non-zero at high |η|, in contrast to the 19.6 GeV results.
A comparison of v1 measured at different energies is best made by plotting v1 against
η ′ = η − ybeam . Figure 2b) shows the PHOBOS v1 measurements for all three energies plotted
>
as a function of η ′ . The v1 for the different energies is similar at η ′ ∼ −1.5. It should be noted
that the v1 measurements at the low and high energies originate from different parts of the
detector and have differing systematic error susceptibilities and sensitivities to the reaction
plane. The agreement seen in the rest frame of the nucleus is reminiscent of the limiting
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fragmentation behavior observed in the particle density distributions shown in figure 2c). The
same region in η ′ shows agreement for all three energies in v1 and (dNch /dη ′ )/ < Npart >.

5. Conclusions
Charged hadron elliptic flow has been measured as a function of transverse momentum for
200 GeV Au+Au collisions. The centrality dependence of v2 is shown over a large range in
pseudorapidity. Peripheral v2 as a function of |η| is non-flat, even at midrapidity. The three
measured centralities have the same overall v2 (|η|) shape, differing only by a scale factor.
PHOBOS measurements of charged hadron directed flow for 19.6, 130 and 200 GeV Au+Au
collisions are shown over a large region of pseudorapidity. A change in slope of v1 vs. η at midrapidity can be seen from low to high energy Au+Au collisions. Looking in the rest frame of
>
the nucleus, v1 shows agreement at η ′ ∼ −1.5 which is remininscent of limiting fragmentation
in particle density distributions.
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